Timing belt subaru

Every vehicle with a combustion engine requires a properly timed combustion reaction to
function. That means pistons need to rise and fall in the cylinders at the exact right time, valves
need to open and close to allow exhaust gases and air in, and fuel needs to be injected at the
exact right moment to mix with air in the proper amounts so that the spark can ignite them.
Everything is time to down to a fraction of a second to make sure your engine is functioning
properly. In most engines this is maintained by the timing belt. A timing belt connects a gear at
the end of your camshaft to another gear at the end of the crankshaft. As the crankshaft spins,
the pistons rise in the cylinders and then the combustion reaction forces them back down
again. At the same time the camshaft is turning which opens the valves to allow the pistons to
enter. If this reaction isn't taking place precisely right, you'll suffer all kinds of different
problems up to and including your total engine failure depending on how bad it is. Subaru
vehicles function the same as vehicles made by other manufacturers in this regard. Your
Subaru engine needs to have either a timing belt or a timing chain in order to synchronize all
the parts in this precisely timed system. The timing belt looks like a pretty typical rubber drive
belt that you might find in any number of systems. A timing chain on the other hand looks much
more like a bicycle chain. It's clearly made of metal with linkages and it's much more heavy
duty. Both of them perform the same function however, it's just that a timing chain is clearly
built to be stronger and last longer. For many years timing gears and timing chains were
standard in all vehicle engines. After the oil crisis and when manufacturers were looking at
ways to cut costs in producing vehicles, timing belts started becoming standard fare. Although
timing belts are strong, they are not as strong as a timing chain so they're subject to wearing
down and breaking more frequently. But they were a lot cheaper to produce for a time as well,
and lighter as well. These days many manufacturers are moving back towards the timing chain
as a standard device under the hood of cars. Timing chains are sturdier, they last longer, and
tend to be more reliable. Higher end vehicles often choose timing chains rather than timing
belts but sometimes it's hard to know what your vehicle has inside of it. Your owner's manual
should be able to tell you, and you could also Google the make and model of your vehicle to
figure it out for yourself as well. When it comes to Subarus nearly all Subaru vehicles made
since the year are equipped with timing chains. These are higher performance models and they
both had timing belts stick around a little bit longer than other models. The WRX kept timing
belts under the hood until before switching to chains. If you are wondering why, it's because the
WRX STI is a high-performance vehicle with an engine that is typically under more stress than
your average Subaru. The result of that is the process of replacing a timing belt is easier than
replacing the timing chain. But that's only because of the stress of a high-performance engine.
It makes more sense for a standard type of engine to use a chain when possible because of how
durable they are. If you have an older model of a Subaru that still uses a timing belt, then your
owner's manual should have the maintenance schedule including a guide to let you know when
you need to have your timing belt inspected. For instance, Subaru recommends that the timing
belt in the Legacy get an inspection every miles. That's just an inspection, and they recommend
a replacement every , miles. The recommended change time for a timing belt on a Subaru is
actually pretty impressive compared to most other models of vehicles. Depending on what other
kind of car we're talking about, the scheduled maintenance for a timing belt is usually between
60, miles and , miles. So, the , miles for a Subaru is very much at the high end of the scale.
Again, though it's worth remembering that you need to check the manual because this can
change from one Subaru model to another. When it comes to timing chains, these are actually
designed to last the life of the vehicle in theory. That means that you should get well over ,
miles out of a timing chain. It's possible a timing chain can last for much longer than that as
well. Theoretically, a timing chain should last indefinitely unless some problem arises that
causes it to fail. When the timing belt breaks, the kind of engine you have has a very big impact
on what is going to happen next. An interference engine versus a non-interference engine is
what we're talking about here. In an interference engine when the timing belt breaks the
camshaft and the crankshaft are no longer synchronized. The camshaft will stop spinning but
the crankshaft will not. That means that the camshaft is not able to open and close the valves
properly any longer so they will remain in whichever position they were in when the belt
stopped working. The crankshaft, because it's still spinning, will cause the pistons to rise up in
the cylinder. This is where the problem comes in. If the valves are closed because the camshaft
isn't functioning any longer the pistons may crash into the valves and cause a lot of damage.
This could destroy your engine entirely. Even in the best-case scenario you're going to have
some serious damage and your car will stop working right away. The reaction is pretty much
instantaneous and there's not much that you can do about it once it happens. The name
interference comes from the fact that the piston can interfere with the valve if they come in
contact with each other. In a non-interference engine, the pistons don't rise to the level of the

valves in the cylinder. That means we're in the timing belt breaks, you will not suffer the same
serious damage as a result. Subaru has used both interference engines and non-interference
engines over the years. Older model Subarus, those made in the mids and earlier may be
non-interference engines. However, anything made more recently is probably an interference
engine. The reason Subaru uses its interference engine, even though it could lead to the serious
kind of damage which can cost many thousands of dollars to repair, is that the compression
ratio in an interference engine is much better than a non-interference engine. In other terms, an
interference engine gives you better engine performance than a non-interference engine. The
trade-off is that you have the risk of contact between the valves and pistons. In general,
Subarus that were made in and before are non-interference engines. Afterwards you're more
likely to have an interference engine. When the piston hits the valves in an interference engine
of a Subaru, the damage it causes can be to the cylinders themselves, the valves, the pistons,
the cylinder heads and more. For these reasons it's important that you follow that schedule of
maintenance and inspection for your timing belt. If you regularly inspect your timing belt, you
shouldn't be caught by surprise when it wears down and ideally that will mean it's not going to
fail unexpectedly on you and cause this kind of severe engine damage. Compared to some
vehicles that's actually pretty reasonable. The reason that the cost of replacing the timing belt is
so high is that it's a fairly involved repair job. It really depends on the kind of Subaru you're
driving of course and how old it is. It's definitely hard to get original parts for older model
vehicles these days. As we said, some Subarus can keep their timing belts for over , miles. But
there's a reason they ask you to inspect every 30, miles. Timing belts can wear out and fail on
you before their time. If you notice any of these symptoms, you should give your timing belt
another inspection. There are many issues in a vehicle that can cause unusual noises , but if
you're noticing a repetitive, fast-paced ticking noise from the engine of your Subaru it's a good
chance if the timing belt. As the timing belt begins to break down the teeth on the inside can
break off and as it rotates between the camshaft and a crankshaft gear it can produce a ticking
sound. The sound is not unlike a fast spinning roulette wheel in some vehicles. If your timing
belt has broken, first count yourself lucky that it happened when you weren't behind the wheel.
The second thing you'll notice is that your engine simply won't start at all if the timing belt is not
in place. That's because the camshaft and crankshaft aren't connected at all and your engine
simply can't start as you try to start your car. The starter motor will try to start your vehicle and
you will hear that, but that's as far as it will get. When the teeth come loose from the timing belt
not only will you potentially hear that ticking sound, but it may also cause some rough idling as
well. Rough idling is best described as a shaking or vibrating sensation when you're just sitting
in your vehicle as though the engine is simply struggling to run. That can lead to engine
misfires because everything is not precisely aligned any longer. That is an engine misfire and if
it happens frequently enough it can cause damage in your engine. It's possible you can suffer
an oil leak if the timing belt cover gaskets get worn out. Likewise, if enough teeth break off your
timing belt so they can fall into the oil pan and clog it up. That will prevent the oil from
circulating through your engine, which in turn can lead to your engine overheating and your oil
pressure going down. As we said, most modern Subarus rely on a timing chain these days
which is a lot more reliable and durable than a timing belt. Either one of these can fail though
and both of them require routine inspections just in case. That said, the cost of replacing a
timing belt can be quite high so you want to make sure you keep track of yours because the
cost of repairs when something goes wrong can be even higher. Why Us? How it works What
we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. The Outback actually started life as a Subaru Legacy and
evolved into the Outback from there. There were some basic cosmetic changes and small
changes to the design to create the Outback. The current Outback is available as the regular
Outback, as well as the Outback Sport. Without any vehicle sold, you can imagine that
occasionally problems with the Outback do pop up. Proper maintenance of the timing belt will
ensure that your Subaru Outback runs smoothly and efficiently. It's recommended that you
change the timing belt in a Subaru Outback typically between 60, miles and 90, miles. Replacing
a timing belt in your Subaru Outback can be a fairly costly repair. Depending on where you get
the job done can also affect the price of your Subaru Outback timing belt replacement job pretty
significantly. This is because the water pump is located in the same area as your timing belt and
since both of them are fairly difficult to get to, it makes sense to replace them both at the same
time especially since your water pump has the same lifespan as the timing belt, more or less.
The timing belt in your Subaru Outbacks engine is an integral part of the way the entire machine
operates. The belt itself is a reinforced drive belt that has teeth on the inside that allows it to
catch on gears. It's often called a rubber belt, although it's actually made of some reinforced
fibres rather than just rubber. That's because it has to work under a lot of stress and in high
temperatures, and rubber of course wouldn't do that job. Generally speaking, it's made of a

substance called nitrile although there are other things that belts can be made from though. The
crankshaft drives the camshaft in the cylinder head. Because of the way gears rotate, it allows
the cylinder head to rotate that half of the RPMs of the crankshaft. As it rotates, the intake and
exhaust valves open in time with the pistons as they move up and down because of the
movement of the crankshaft. This is all very precisely timed so that the combustion reaction of
your engine hasn't exactly when it needs to. If the timing belt was not working properly or had
slipped off the crankshaft for the camshaft for some reason, this precision reaction would no
longer be able to take place. Subaru Outbacks have what is called an interference engine. That
means that the pistons will rise up into the cylinder when the valves are closed as part of how
the engine operates. This also means that if your timing chain breaks or slips off, the camshaft
is not turning in time with the crankshaft any longer, so the valves will be open as the piston
rises into the cylinder and they make contact. This can cause severe damage to your engine as
a result. That's why maintaining the timing belt in your Subaru Outbacks engine is of the utmost
importance. If it breaks, the damage to your engine could end up costing you thousands of
dollars in repairs. Although the Subaru Outback is a fairly popular model, it is not without its
problems. There have been several model years in recent history that have proven to be
problematic for many drivers. The model year of the Subaru Outback was known to have some
serious engine problems that were traced for some drivers to the timing belt failing prematurely.
For a number of drivers, the timing belt failed at around 60, miles to 70, miles. The Subaru
Outback also had a few problems we forwarded how about engine issues that related to the
timing belt problems. Again, this was not a widespread issue with the Subaru Outback for this
model year, just something that a handful of drivers experienced. The Subaru Outback was
probably the most problematic here for the Outback, and even that one had very few issues at
all with the timing belt. By and large the Outback has been a pretty reliable vehicle at least in
terms of issues related to the timing belt, so no matter what model year you choose, you're
probably not going to face too many problems as long as you stick to that maintenance
schedule that is required. This is part of the reason that Subaru is very clear about when the
timing belt should be replaced in your vehicle. Every manufacturer has a schedule of routine
maintenance, but Subaru has long been very adamant about when the belt should be replaced
in a vehicle like an Outback. The benefit of course to changing your timing belt according to
Subaru maintenance schedule is that, if it is done exactly on time, you do avoid a lot of
problems that can stem from having a bad timing belt in your vehicle. If you don't replace the
timing belt in your Subaru Outback on time, there are a handful of signs that can let you know
you need to get the job done soon. Unfortunately, with some of these it means that damage has
already been done and we'll need to be taken care of. Lack of Oil Pressure : Because your
timing belt can fall apart as it wears out, and in particular the teeth might fall off, you could
suffer a problem with your oil pressure as a result of those teeth falling down into the oil pan.
As the teeth collect in the oil pan, they can clog the flow, which in turn affects how loyal is
circulated through the engine. That makes the oil pressure go down and can potentially cause
your engine to overheat as a result. If this goes on for too long, you're looking at some
potentially expensive repair bills. Engine Misfires : When your timing belt has worn thin or is
missing teeth causing it to malfunction then that can end up causing misfires in your engine. If
the timing of your combustion reaction is off as a result because it's not working the way it's
supposed to, then you're going to have misfires as a result. This will reduce the performance of
your engine, and also end up costing you more at the gas pumps as a result. Rough Idling : This
is particularly common when the teeth have worn off of your timing belt. Because they're no
longer able to grip the gears properly when it rotates, they are susceptible to tearing off and
getting wedged, or jamming in the gears. That in turn means you're going to have some rough
idling as a result. That causes the car to shake and vibrate even when you are just sitting still in
a driveway or a parking space. This could eventually lead to problems like your engine stalling
completely on you. Ticking: One of the earliest warning signs that you'll get on a problem with
the timing belt in your Subaru Outback is the sound it makes. A timing belt that isn't working
properly creates a ticking noise as your engine is running. It's a very fast-paced sound and
resembles something like a roulette wheel that spins fun quickly. It's very distinct from other
sounds that your car makes so it should be noticeable when it happens. It's a good early
warning sign that your belt is failing and needs to be replaced as soon as you can. Oil Leaking :
It's possible that you'll notice an oil leak at the front of your engine if there's a problem with
your timing belt being off. The oil leaks from the timing belt cover and can potentially cause
some smoking or even lead to a fire in your engine if it's allowed to accumulate too heavily. The
leaking oil can also cause the timing belt to wear down even faster. The exhaust of your vehicle
is let out as part of this precisely timed process. When the timing gets off because the timing
belt is not working properly, that can lead to an excess amount of smoke coming out of your

tire. Generally speaking, this will be white smoke rather than black smoke or blue smoke which
can indicate that you have a problem with burning oil. Damage to Your Pistons and Valves : If
the timing belt were to come completely off the camshaft and crankshaft then, as we mentioned,
there is some severe damage that will have her as a result. Because your Subaru Outback has
an interference engine, the crankshaft is going to keep moving even though the camshaft is no
longer in sync with it. As a result of that, the pistons will hit the valves and can lead to some
serious damage, warps metal, and so on. The Subaru Outback is a fairly reliable vehicle and it's
been one of Subaru's best-selling models for many years now. As we mentioned, there have
been a few years where some drivers have had problems with the timing belt on a Subaru
Outback but it's never been a consistent issue with a vehicle and it's not something you should
be overly concerned about. Although some model years have had issues, the timing belt is not
one that has been a serious concern for most drivers. You just need to keep in mind that when
Subaru lays out the timing for replacing a timing belt, with the recommendation that it be done
at 60, to 90, miles, this recommendation needs to be followed to the letter. And, as we've seen
with the Subaru Outback, it may only last to the bare minimum according to their timing
schedule. Still, you can't fault the timing belts for wearing out on a Subaru Outback and it
happens actually within the range of time that they give you for such a thing to happen. That
just reinforces the fact that Subaru is correct in giving you that range of mileage to go by, and it
should be adhered to as strictly as possible as part of your routine car maintenance. So long as
you change your timing belt when you need to, your Subaru Outback should be a pretty reliable
vehicle in terms of how the engine runs and should keep you happy on the road overall. Why
Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. When replacing the timing belt on a
Subaru 2. Otherwise keep reading for some quick and easy Subaru timing belt tips and tricks.
There are other spots to check such as the oil pump and the large piston access 12mm allen
head bolts in front of the block also leak oil sometimes. Now as far as the rest of the
components go I almost always recommend the water pump to be replaced due to mileage and
there are a few timing belt idler pulleys you need to inspect for bearing noise. There is a cogged
idler pulley that bolts to the water pump and I always recommend this pulley with the water
pump just because this is the first one to go out because of the load it has from the belt. Last
you need to inspect the timing belt tensioner for bearing wear on the pulley and also inspect the
hydraulic portion of the tensioner for leakage. If the hydraulic fluid were leaking from the
tensioner I would replace it. First challenge, break free and remove the front crankshaft pulley.
Now these bolts are very tight from the factory and require a lot of torque to break them loose.
How are you going to hold the pulley from moving to break it free? You could use the special
Kent Moore tool or just take a breaker bar and 22mm socket on end of crank bolt, wedge the
breaker bar next to the battery and crank the motor over. Take a look at this pic to get a better
idea:. Now you have the covers off and your ready to start taking off the timing belt. Before you
get ahead of yourself you need to break loose the cam gear bolts and this is done best with the
timing belt still on. Now reinstall the crank bolt and turn the motor till the timing marks align.
Install a 22mm wrench to the crank bolt and wedge it up against the alternator pulley. You can
now break free the cam gear bolts with a breaker bar or whatever. So, you need to change the
cam seals, water pump, inspect the timing belt tensioner and idler pulleys for wear and replace
as needed. Most of these parts are sel explanatory for replacing except for the cam seals. I use
an actual cam seal puller. Here is a picture of the cam a cam seal puller. A cheap investment
that could save you from an expensive repair. I used to use a pick too, but no matter how you
decide on how to remove them just be careful not to scratch the camshaft because it can cause
the seal to leak. Not too long ago I had a customer in with an oil leak that was just that, he
scratched the camshaft while removing the cam seals so just be careful. The last thing I will tip
you on is how to compress the hydraulic tensioner for the timing belt. All you really need is a
decent bench vise that opens far enough to fit the tensioner in it and slowly compress the
tensioner careful not to force the piston; you will fell the tension release after a short wait with
each turn of the bench vise. Once the tensioner is compressed all the way use a small long allen
key and slide through the lock pinhole. As faar as replacing the tensioner just inspect for
bearing noise from the pulley and leakage from the hydraulic cylinder, either of those and you
should replace the timing belt tensioner. I have seen Subaru timing belt tensioners go bad and
make noise like an engine knock. Subaru timing belt tensioner compressed in a bench vise. Pin
locked and ready for installation. That pretty much sums up all I have for now, if you like the
article leave me a comment or ask a question. If you find this information helpful please
consider a donation. These articles, questions and comments are very time consuming so even
a small donation gives me motivation to keep educating automotive owners. All proceeds go to
the expansion and maintenance mdhmotors. Thank You. Hi, I have a Subaru Legacy 2. I was
wondering how long does it take to change the timing belt and do you have to pull the engine?

Thanks, Sherry. To replace the timing belt and water pump it takes about 3. No you do not have
to remove the engine to replace the timing belt. After driving for a few miles the noise
disappears for the whole day till the next morning once I start again. Is my pump falling? The
whine noise could be from low fluid level or pulling air in the system through the suction side.
There is a oring that you can replace to fix air leak. The oring is located on the elbow fitting
where the hose from the fluid reservoir meets the power steering pump. This is a common
problem to which I may write an article about in the future. Jap Import. Is it safe to do my timing
belt at ,km as you recommended earlier? Yes timing belt is due at , miles so if your only at km
then probably not due by mileage but is also recommended every 8 to 10 years. I have a Subaru
legacy. The timing belt broke a couple teeth. It kind of backfired and shut off. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Don't subscribe All Replies to my comments Notify me of followup comments
via e-mail. You can also subscribe without commenting. Toggle navigation. Subaru Timing Belt
Facts Subaru 2. Take a look at this pic to get a better idea: Breaker bar on the front crank bolt.
Large channel locks big enough to fit around the crankshaft pulley. These channel locks are
made by blue point. Cogged idler pulley installed, this is usually the first pulley to wear out
because it is under a more heavy load than the others. Breaker bar on the front crank bolt
Tightening the front crank bolt with breaker bar and channel locks This is a very cool ratchet for
breaking free bolts on pulleys without using a special holding tool. Left side cam gear with
timing mark aligned â€” Subaru 2. Martin has future plans of automotive diagnostic software
development. January 25, at pm. Martin Hand says:. January 27, at pm. Isaac says:. September
17, at pm. September 19, at pm. Andrew Williams says:. September 1, at pm. September 5, at
pm. Shorticia says:. August 21, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not
be published. Follow Us. Skip to main content of results for "subaru timing belt tool". Skip to
main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Filter results by your
vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new
vehicle. Amazon's Choice for subaru timing belt tool. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Get it as soon
as Fri, Feb Only 19 left in stock - order soon. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping.
Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Gates Engine Tool. Need help? Visit the help section or contact
us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
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Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of results for
"subaru timing belt kit". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer
Review. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new
vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. FREE
Shipping. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Amazon's Choice for subaru timing belt kit. Get it as
soon as Thu, Feb Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Only 12 left in
stock - order soon. Only 6 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 12 left in
stock more on the way. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. Get it Tue, Mar 2 - Fri, Mar 5. Only 2
left in stock - order soon. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. N
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